86 cadillac fleetwood brougham

The Cadillac Fleetwood Brougham was a luxury car manufactured by Cadillac from through In ,
the Fleetwood Brougham name was shortened to simply Brougham , with production
continuing through with only minor updates. Cadillac used the "Fleetwood" name as a prefix
between and on several of its most expensive models, always designating an elevated level of
luxury. Between and , Cadillac used the "Brougham" sub-designation for its exclusive four-door
Eldorado models. In , the "Brougham" name was first affixed to "Fleetwood" on the Fleetwood
Sixty Special as an upgraded option package, which included a vinyl roof and special
"Brougham" script lettering on the sides, but it was not a separate model. In , the Fleetwood
Brougham was added as a separate model, accompanying the Fleetwood 60 Special, which
continued through In , with the Fleetwood Brougham outselling the Fleetwood 60 Special by a
large margin, the two models were consolidated into a single model, the Fleetwood 60 Special
Brougham, and would continue with this name through The car's name was shortened to
Fleetwood Brougham with the downsizing across the GM car line. The "d'Elegance" and
"Talisman" sub-models were also sometimes used to designate upgraded option packages.
Lawrence P. Fisher was the Fisher brother most closely involved with Cadillac in its early years.
In , he joined the Fisher Body Company, which had been formed by two of his brothers in Larry
as people knew him was one of four of the seven Fisher brothers who brought Fisher Body
Corporation under the General Motors umbrella in In May , Alfred P. Sloan , then the head of
General Motors, appointed Fisher as Cadillac General Manager, an office he retained through
Fisher immediately went to work adding exclusive, custom bodies to the Cadillac range. It
began as a small community of craftsmen founded by Henry Fleetwood, Esq. The rich traditions
of years of coach-building that the Fleetwood Body Company applied to its work on cars
secured for it a high reputation in automobile circles worldwide by the s. Coachwork was built
by Fleetwood for a variety of luxury makes through By GM had purchased the remaining stock
holdings of the Fisher Body Corporation and thus became sole owner of both the Fisher and
Fleetwood companies. Cadillac first used the name in to designate an enclosed passenger
sedan body style. The Brougham name would eventually reappear on the Cadillac Eldorado
Brougham show car which preceded the 4-door Eldorado Brougham hardtops of the to model
years. When production of the Eldorado Brougham was shifted in from the Cadillac Fleetwood
plant in Detroit to Pininfarina in Turin, Italy , only then did it acquire Fleetwood wheel discs [8]
and doorsill moldings, presumably because the design work [9] and final touches [6] were still
being done by Fleetwood. The Eldorado Brougham would be the final iteration. After a five year
absence the Brougham name once again reappeared as an option package on the Cadillac Sixty
Special. The following year the Brougham moved up to becoming a subseries of the Fleetwood
Sixty Special. This continued through When the Sixty Special Series was retired in , the
Fleetwood Brougham took its place as Cadillac's largest owner-driven sedan model through For
, GM significantly downsized their full sized cars. The DeVille and Fleetwood Brougham rode on
the same The new Fleetwood Brougham, which had lost its exclusive longer wheelbase, was
now virtually identical to the lesser Sedan de Ville. Other than the name, there were only subtle
exterior differences between a Fleetwood Brougham and Sedan de Ville. The interior of the
Fleetwood was more plush and offered more features as standard. In , GM gave all of the
full-sized B and C-body line new sheet metal to tidy up the styling and improve aerodynamics.
The basic dashboard design was retained. Also new for was a two-door Fleetwood Brougham
Coupe, which was based upon the Coupe de Ville but featured an exclusive formal landau vinyl
roof. This engine, called the "V", was reliable, but the computer technology of the era was not
refined enough for smooth operation and it was dropped from all models but limousines after
Both the and are small-bore versions of the durable which was introduced in late for the '68
model year. The larger had the 's bore but a longer stroke. This engine family was the last
Cadillac cast-iron engine, and the last 'big-block'. During this period, an assortment of engines
were offered in the interest of fuel economy. These included the Buick V6, diesel Oldsmobile V8,
and of Cadillac's own "HT" small block V8, an alloy unit with cast iron cylinder liners which was
troublesome and prone to early failure. The first two were dropped in once gas prices began
falling while the latter persisted through For , Cadillac introduced a brand-new front-wheel drive
platform for DeVille and Fleetwood. This car featured two "firsts"; it had the first transverse
mounted V8 ever the HT and it was the first car to have a high mounted rear stop-lamp that was
federally mandated starting in the model year. The rear wheel drive Cadillac Fleetwood
Brougham continued on nearly unchanged from the model. In , the HT V8 was replaced with an
Oldsmobile-sourced cubic inch 5. The Fleetwood name was dropped from the Fleetwood
Brougham in , which continued to be produced as simply the Cadillac Brougham. It was
otherwise the same as the model. The reason for the change was that Cadillac had introduced a
new, smaller, front-wheel drive model in and named it simply the Fleetwood. The Brougham
remained in production through From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article is about the
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The model received a facelift in and was replaced by an all-new Cadillac Fleetwood in The
Brougham name would eventually reappear on the Cadillac Eldorado Brougham show car [4]
which preceded the 4-door Eldorado Brougham hardtops of the to model years. After a five-year
absence, the Brougham name reappeared as an option package on the Cadillac Sixty Special. It
was otherwise the same as the model. The reason for the change was that Cadillac had
introduced a new, smaller, front-wheel drive model in and named it simply the Fleetwood. The
solution was dropping the term "Fleetwood" from the rear-wheel drive model, leaving just the
"Brougham". Since it was body-on-frame, it was popular among coachbuilders who
manufactured stretched limousines , along with the similar but somewhat smaller Lincoln Town
Car , as well as traditional Cadillac buyers who preferred the familiar combination of exterior
size, heft, and rear-wheel drive. Before the shift to the Arlington Assembly plant in Arlington,
Texas , some early model year s were produced at Detroit Assembly in late and construction
continued at Arlington through The 11th digit of the VIN indicates plant assembly. VIN "9"
Broughams were actually produced in and in as well , and, although rare, can be found as "
commercial chassis " vehicles, and generally have a higher output Oldsmobile LG8 Engine and
different transmissions typically the TH three speed , depending on the use. Generally speaking,
minor differences between and VIN 9 and Y can be found, such as carburetor assembly. While
these cars all used Rochester Quadrajet Electronic four-barrel carburetors, differences include
an electronic Detroit versus vacuum Arlington Idle Load Compensator, as well as an electronic
Detroit versus climactic Arlington choke system. The vin "9" engine is the high output version
of the base LV2 vin code Y and shares most parts with it. The HO engine is the same engine that
was used in the rear wheel drive Oldsmobile While the engine was not powerful, it proved to be
a reliable engine with proven, but dated, technology. The Brougham wore a cross-hatch grille in
and which was an identical re-cast of the grille. The Brougham received a new vertical-slat grille
for , which was equal to the with 3 horizontal sections. A facelift, the first one since , was
necessitated by a redesigned Town Car from rival Lincoln. For , Brougham received a new
digital dash cluster inside, and composite headlamps, contemporary taillamp lenses, flush
bumper moldings, and an optional Chevrolet V8. Additionally that year, door-mounted front
seatbelts became standard in order to meet federal safety standards as no driver's side airbag
was available. The models received no major changes, as it was its final year. The fuel injected
engines proved to be reliable contenders and provided a tremendous power improvement over
the Oldsmobile carbureted engines. In , the "Premier Formal Vinyl Roof" option became
available which gave the standard Brougham a very formal look. It included a vinyl covering of
not only the entire roof of the car but also the B-pillar and the rear quarter window surround.
This option was available in and For , a variation of roof treatment became standard in
conjunction with the model's restyling that year. The last Cadillac Brougham rolled off the
assembly line on June 5, The Fleetwood name returned as a RWD model with a major redesign
for the FWD Fleetwood had been renamed Sixty Special that year and Brougham again became
an option package, as it had been in From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article is about
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reflect the specific vehicle selected. Even the Fleetwood 75 limousine was now front wheel
drive, though the Fleetwood Brougham continued unchanged from the previous year. Curb
weight for the now-lithe Fleetwood was 3, pounds on the coupe, compared to 3, pounds from
just a year earlier. The wheelbase was just under inches or All the Cadillac styling cues were
still present, only now in a more compact package with a nice large glass area for good vision.
Driving feel on the Fleetwood was sharpened by new power rack-and-pinion steering, and an
all-new fully-independent coil sprung suspension was also installed. Interior and trunk room
were similar in size, and a new 4. For onwards, the Fleetwood name became an option on the
DeVille line, while the rear-wheel-drive Fleetwood Brougham sedan carried on as a distinct
model. The loss of the coupe for the bigger car was not a huge deal, since only had been sold
for What was gained on the Fleetwood Brougham was a slightly more powerful Oldsmobile cid
V-8 engine. Little changed for , except that the Fleetwood Sixty Special nameplate was revived.
This car was front-drive, with a 5-inch increase in wheelbase for improved rear legroom. For ,
the big news was an improved Cadillac V-8 of 4. The Olds-supplied hp engine was retained on
the rear-drive cars. The factory-built limousine was no more. The front-wheel-drive cars grew 5
to 8 inches, most of which benefitted trunk space. Sedans also received a 3-inch longer
wheelbase that helped rear legroom though the Sixty Special saw a 2-inch decrease in
wheelbase. For , front-drive cars saw power increase again, this time from to hp from an
alloy-block V-8 with multi-point fuel injection. The rear-drive cars were no longer part of the
Fleetwood line; now simply called the Cadillac Brougham. Anti-lock brakes became standard on
all Cadillacs this year. The biggest change for was that engineers found an extra twenty ponies
to power the cubic inch front-drive Cadillacs
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. All the same, this generation of Fleetwood sold quite well, and today they embody s American
automotive luxury. Sedans tend to be more underpowered than the coupes, which results in
most enthusiasts gravitating towards the two-doors. Similarly, the Diesel engines experienced a
host of continued problems and only draw the most dedicated of Cadillac fuel-efficiency
fetishists. Fleetwoods are readily available, though many fell out of maintenance by their
second or third owners, so practice patience and look for single-owner examples if possible.
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